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Experiments applying laser-driven magnetic-flux compression to inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

targets to enhance the implosion performance are described. Spherical plastic (CH) targets filled

with 10 atm of deuterium gas were imploded by the OMEGA Laser, compare Phys. Plasmas 18,

056703 or Phys. Plasmas 18, 056309. Before being imploded, the targets were immersed in an

80-kG magnetic seed field. Upon laser irradiation, the high implosion velocities and ionization of

the target fill trapped the magnetic field inside the capsule, and it was amplified to tens of

megagauss through flux compression. At such strong magnetic fields, the hot spot inside the

spherical target was strongly magnetized, reducing the heat losses through electron confinement.

The experimentally observed ion temperature was enhanced by 15%, and the neutron yield was

increased by 30%, compared to nonmagnetized implosions [P. Y. Chang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.

107, 035006 (2011)]. This represents the first experimental verification of performance

enhancement resulting from embedding a strong magnetic field into an ICF capsule. Experimental

data for the fuel-assembly performance and magnetic field are compared to numerical results from

combining the 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC with a 2-D magnetohydrodynamics postprocessor.
VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3696032]

I. INTRODUCTION

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF),1–3 a capsule consist-

ing of cryogenic deuterium and tritium and filled with DT gas

is rapidly compressed to high temperatures and areal densities

sufficient for nuclear fusion reactions. Provided the a particles

generated by the D-T reactions are confined and deposit their

energy in the compressed core, the capsule ignites and the

energy released via the fusion burn can exceed the energy

driving the implosion, i.e., the fusion gain exceeds unity.

Compression of the target in laser-driven ICF is pursued using

two distinct methods: In the direct-drive scheme,4,5 multiple

laser beams irradiate the capsule uniformly, driving an abla-

tive compression of the shell. In indirect drive,6 the laser irra-

diates the inner walls of a cavity of high atomic number

(Hohlraum), generating a thermal x-ray bath of 200–300 eV

that drives the ablative capsule implosion. In both cases, at the

end of the compression phase, the fuel assembly consists of a

hot (�3–8 keV), moderate density (�30–100 g/cm3) central

hot spot, surrounded by a colder (�200–400 eV) but dense

(�300–1000 g/cm3) fuel layer.7

The requirements for hot-spot ignition, particularly the

ion temperature, impose a lower limit on the shell implosion

velocity Vi. It must be large enough so that the shell-imparted

PdV work overcomes the core’s thermal losses. For direct

drive, it has been shown8 that the hot-spot temperature scales

with the implosion velocity Vi, as Th / V1:25
i . Increasing Vi

requires enhanced drive and, therefore, more laser energy,

thereby reducing the gain. The thermonuclear gain G of an

ignited target can be related to the implosion velocity9 via

G / 1=V1:25
i . Therefore, the minimum Vi imposed by thermal

losses directly limits the gain achievable through ignition.

In the concept of magnetized ICF, additional thermal

insulation of the hot spot is achieved by applying a strong

magnetic field to an otherwise conventional ICF fuel assem-

bly.10,11 The results reported in Ref. 11 constitute the first

experimental evidence of a fusion performance enhancement

through magnetization of an ICF hot spot. These experiments

were performed on the OMEGA Laser at the Laboratory for

Laser Energetics (LLE).12 In particular, a neutron yield

enhancement of 30% and an ion temperature increase of

15% were observed. This paper discusses the experimental

results of Ref. 11 in more detail. In addition, we report new

results on measurements of the compressed magnetic field,

compare the experimental results with numerical simula-

tions, and elaborate on alternative magnetic configurations

capable of providing a better thermal insulation.

Following the formalism developed by Braginskii,13 the

electron heat transport perpendicular to a straight magnetic-

a)Paper YI3 2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 56, 361 (2011).
b)Invited speaker.
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field line is governed by the magnetization parameter xese,

where xe is the electron gyrofrequency and se is the electron

collision time. Electron confinement and suppression of heat

conduction are achieved for xese > 1. A magnetic confinement

condition can also be formulated for the a particles generated

during the burn stage of an ignited target. If the gyroradius ra is

of the order of the hot-spot radius Rh or smaller, i.e.,

ra=Rh � 1, the a particles are confined and predominantly de-

posit their energy in the burn region, limiting energy losses and

maintaining the fusion burn for a longer time. Applying mag-

netic fields of sufficient magnitude to suppress energy losses

can enhance fuel-assembly performance. This can be quantified

via simple scaling arguments.8 At ignition-relevant tempera-

tures of 3< Th <8 keV, the fusion cross section scales as

hrvi / T3
h . The thermonuclear yield Y / n2hrvi, with n denot-

ing the particle density, scales with the hot-spot pressure and

temperature as Y / p2Th, such that an increase in the hot-spot

temperature results in an enhanced yield. By enhancing the

fuel-assembly performance and assuming the same laser drive

conditions, more fuel material can be compressed at a lower

implosion velocity while still reaching ignition conditions, lead-

ing to higher thermonuclear gain.9

To take advantage of the heat-loss suppression in a mag-

netized target, substantial magnetic fields are necessary. Using

typical hot-spot conditions of Th ¼ 5 keV and qh ¼ 30 g/cm3,

the magnetic field required to achieve xese > 1 and magne-

tize the electrons is B& 10 MG. Assuming a hot-spot radius

of Rh ¼ 40 lm, B& 70 MG is needed to confine a particles.

Applying magnetic fields to an ICF scheme to improve

the target performance is not a new idea. There is a long his-

tory of work considering adding magnetic fields to an ICF

scheme (e.g., Refs. 14–16 and the references therein). Laser-

driven magnetic-flux compression in cylindrical targets has

been discussed theoretically by Choe.17 Heat-flux suppres-

sion is the basis of magnetized target fusion, where a pre-

formed magnetized plasma is compressed via a cylindrical

liner implosion,18 a concept that is being actively pursued

both experimentally and analytically.19,20

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses

the concept of magnetic-flux compression, which is used to

reach the strong magnetic fields required to magnetize a hot

spot. Section III contains details about the experimental plat-

form MIFEDS that has been developed to undertake laser-

driven magnetic-flux–compression experiments. Section IV

reviews an initial series of experiments in which the concept

of laser-driven magnetic-flux compression was demonstrated

in cylindrical geometry. Section V presents experimental

results from applying magnetic fields to spherically com-

pressed targets. Section VI discusses numerical simulations

of flux-compression experiments. Section VII discusses

potential paths to a closed field-line topology inside an ICF

target, and Sec. VIII presents our conclusions.

II. MAGNETIC-FLUX COMPRESSION

The main issue with magnetized ICF is how magnetic

fields of 10–100 MG can be embedded into the hot spot of

an ICF implosion.10 Such strong fields are difficult to gener-

ate directly. Magnetic-flux compression represents a viable

path to megagauss magnetic fields. A seed field of lower

magnitude is embedded within a good conductor, followed

by the compression of the enclosed area on a time scale that

is fast enough to prevent resistive diffusion from causing the

field to leak through (Fig. 1). Creating high magnetic fields

by magnetic-flux compression has been pursued over several

decades, for example, by imploding Z-pinches21–24 or metal

liners driven either electromagnetically25,26 or with high

explosives.27 In ICF, the required magnetic fields for mag-

netization of a hot spot can be produced by 100- to 1000-

fold compression of an �100-kG seed magnetic field.

To efficiently compress magnetic flux embedded over a

region of characteristic size R, the compression time sc must

be shorter than the diffusion time sm. This condition is equiv-

alent to requiring a large magnetic Reynolds number

Rm � sm=sc > 1. The compression time can be written as

sc ¼ R=Vi, with Vi being the implosion velocity. The diffu-

sion time can be expressed as sm ¼ R2=Dm, in which Dm is

the magnetic diffusivity. Using the classical theory of colli-

sional plasmas,13 the magnetic diffusivity of hydrogen

plasma in units of cm2/s is Dm � 8:2� 105 T�3=2
e lnK, where

Te is the electron temperature in eV and ln K is the Coulomb

logarithm. Consequently, the condition sc < sm yields a lower

limit for the implosion velocity in cm/s of

Vi >
Dm

R
� 8:2� 109T�1:5

e

lnK
R
; (1)

where R is in lm.

Applying this equation to the conditions in an ICF cap-

sule shows that an embedded field is predominantly trapped

in the ionized gas fill inside the shell. A laser pulse incident

onto an ICF target filled with D2 or DT gas launches a

spherically converging shock through the shell. Upon break-

out into the gas at the inner shell boundary, the gas fill is

heated to temperatures of the order of �100 eV and becomes

fully ionized. As the relatively cold shell implodes, the gas

temperature increases further, reaching several keV at peak

compression. The hot ionized gas quickly becomes a good

enough conductor capable of trapping the magnetic field.

Employing Eq. (1) and using Te¼ 100 eV, R¼ 100 lm, and

ln K¼ 7, the implosion velocity required for efficient flux

compression within the gas fill is Vi > 6� 105 cm/s, more

than an order of magnitude below the characteristic implo-

sion velocity for an ignition target. The shell of an ignition

target is not a good enough conductor to trap the field.

FIG. 1. In the concept of magnetic-flux compression, a seed magnetic field

is embedded into a conductor (plasma). The conductor traps the field, such

that upon compression of the material, the field is compressed as well.
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Substituting typical values for the shell (Te¼ 10 eV,

R¼ 30 lm, and ln K¼ 5), one finds Vi > 4� 107 cm/s, a value

that exceeds typical implosion velocities in an ICF experiment.

Assuming a magnetic field B0 with open field lines pene-

trating a plasma with a cross-sectional area of pR2
0, and

neglecting diffusion, the field compression can be expressed

through conservation of the magnetic flux, i.e., U0 ¼ B0pR2
0

¼ U1 ¼ B1pR2
1, with R0 > R1. The compressed field scales

with the reduction of the encircled area and can be written as

B1 ¼ B0

R0

R1

� �2

: (2)

Taking into account the diffusion of the magnetic field into

the plasma shell as a result of its finite resistivity, Eq. (2) is

modified to28

B1 ¼ B0

R0

R1

� �2ð1�1=RmÞ
; (3)

which highlights the requirement of a large magnetic Reynolds

number. It is noteworthy that these equations apply to both the

cylindrical and spherical scenarios discussed in this paper.

The target implosion hydrodynamics should not be

directly affected by the presence of the magnetic field since

the plasma beta, i.e., the ratio of hydrodynamic pressure to

magnetic pressure is always much larger than one during the

capsule evolution (b� 1). Similarly, an indirect influence

of the magnetic field on the implosion history prior to peak

compression, e.g., via changes in the laser absorption

through modification of the electron conductivity, is negligi-

ble (see also the discussion of Fig. 10 and Sec. VI).

III. THE MIFEDS EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

To reach multimegagauss fields in a magnetic-

flux–compression experiment, a sufficient seed magnetic field

is necessary. Supplying this to the target chamber center of

the OMEGA Laser Facility is nontrivial. The parametric space

for implementing a seed-field generator is restricted on one

side by the small physical volume available and the required

unobstructed laser paths onto the implosion target and on the

other side by the need for high energy in the magnetic pulse.

The experimental platform developed for this purpose

is the MIFEDS device,29 a drawing of which is shown in

Fig. 2(a). The device fits into a standard diagnostics port on

the OMEGA target chamber and comprises a vacuum enclo-

sure containing a high-voltage charging power supply, capaci-

tors, a laser-triggered spark-gap switch, and control circuits. It

stores up to �100 J of energy and is capable of delivering a

multiple-tens-of-kA discharge current in an �400-ns pulse.

The current is directed through a transmission line that is con-

nected to the vacuum housing via an interface flange. A coil is

attached to the front of the transmission line, which typically

is positioned at the center of the OMEGA target chamber.

Using different coil shapes and sizes provides different mag-

netic field topologies and strengths. Examples of coils used in

experiments are shown in Fig. 2(b). For the experiments

described in this paper, Helmholtz-type coils and single coils

were used, providing uncompressed magnetic-field strengths

of�50 and�80 kG at the center of the coil assembly.

IV. MAGNETIC-FLUX COMPRESSION IN
CYLINDRICAL TARGETS

An initial series of flux-compression experiments were

carried out by embedding a seed magnetic field into cylindri-

cal targets and are discussed in Refs. 28 and 30. The field was

generated via the discharge of the MIFEDS device through a

Helmholtz-type coil with the compression target placed on

axis midway between the coils. Figure 3 shows a photograph

of the experimental setup inside the OMEGA target chamber.

The cylindrical target with a radius of 430 lm was imploded

using 40 beams of the OMEGA Laser with a 1-ns square

pulse at an averaged intensity of 5� 1014 W/cm2 and config-

ured with SG4 distributed phaseplates (DPPs),31 polarization

FIG. 2. (a) A schematic view of MIFEDS. The device’s vacuum enclosure

contains energy storage and trigger components to drive a strong current

through a coil attached to the end of the transmission line, thereby generat-

ing magnetic fields of tens of kilogauss at the coil center. (b) Various types

of coils used in experiments.

FIG. 3. Photograph of a cylindrical target surrounded by magnetic-field

coils, generating an �50 kG seed field. The field is probed using protons

generated in the fusion reactions from a laser-heated D3He target. The pro-

tons are deflected off their initial trajectories in the compressed magnetic

field and are detected using a CR-39 track detector.
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smoothing,32 and full-bandwidth smoothing by spectral dis-

persion (SSD).33

The total neutron yield as well as the ion temperature

were inferred from neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) diagnos-

tics.34 To measure the compressed field during the interac-

tion, a proton backlighter based on the method described in

Refs. 35–37 was used. The backlighter targets were posi-

tioned 9 mm from target chamber center opposite a CR-39

filter stack at a distance of 10.5 cm that measured the spatial

proton distribution. The backlighters were 400-lm-diameter

glass spheres filled with 10 atm of a D-3He gas mixture.

They were imploded by 20 OMEGA beams with 1-ns square

pulses and focused to 300 lm. This heated the gas fill and

caused the D and 3He to undergo fusion reactions resulting

in a monoenergetic (DE/E� 0.03), point-like (size/object

distance �0.01), and time-gated (�150 ps) proton burst35

at �15 MeV.38 An estimated proton backlighter yield of

3� 108 gives a flux of 0.3 protons per lm2 at the target.36

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the strongly compressed mag-

netic field in a magnetized ICF implosion is limited to the

hot spot, while the dense shell contains a much smaller resid-

ual field. Protons from the backlighter are deflected into a

characteristic two-peak pattern. The position of a proton on

the detector relative to the point of detection, assuming an

unperturbed trajectory, is related to the proton path inte-

grated magnetic field via hRBBi � hmpvp=e, where RB is the

proton path under the action of the magnetic field B, h is the

deflection angle, mp and vp are the proton mass and velocity,

and e is the proton charge. Protons traversing through the hot

spot experience the strongest deflection and accumulate in

the peak farthest from the center of the image (the top, red

area on the detector in Fig. 4). These protons are slowed

down slightly as they lose energy through collisions in the

dense shell. A second, less deflected peak (blue) is caused by

the protons that propagate through the lower-field shell but

miss the high-field hot spot. These protons are slowed down

more than the particles accumulated in the first peak, as they

propagate through more dense material. This is a useful

property since with a CR-39 detector the proton energy can

be extracted from the track diameter that they leave when

depositing their energy on the detector. This makes it possi-

ble to discriminate between the hot spot, strong-field travers-

ing protons, and the background free-space particles that

land in the same area of the detector.

A simulation package based on the Monte Carlo

particle-transport framework GEANT4 (Ref. 39) was devel-

oped to predict and interpret the experimental data. After

including field topology and material parameters predicted

by the LILAC-MHD code (see Sec. VI) for the time of proton

probing, GEANT4 computes the deflection pattern under the

combined action of the field and scattering energy loss

processes.

A comparison of experimental data (solid lines) with a

56-kG seed field and the numerical prediction (dotted lines)

is shown in Fig. 5 for different proton energy bands.30 The

shaded areas in Fig. 5 highlight the position of the deflection

peaks using the same color coding as in Fig. 4. The calcula-

tions are in good agreement with the experimental data and

capture the observed double-peak deflection pattern well.

The protons that were slowed down the most (labeled

as <14.4 MeV) crossed through the shell but not the hot

spot, missing the peak field. From the peak deflection

of 1.9 6 0.1 cm, one can estimate an average product hRBBi
� 0:1 MG cm. Using a predicted hot-spot radius of Rh

¼ 0:5RB¼ 17 lm, this corresponds to an averaged hot-spot

field of 30 6 2 MG,28,30 which exceeds the 10-MG threshold

for magnetizing the electrons inside a hot spot (Sec. I). This

maximum-field result represents a most conservative esti-

mate, given by the lowest field B that can result in the

observed deflection without violating the flux conservation

condition U ¼ BpR2
h � U0 � 0:3 kG cm2. This can be calcu-

lated via B ¼ phRhBi2=U and assuming no flux is lost, i.e.,

U ¼ U0. The extracted field compression of �530 is consist-

ent with Eq. (2) and a convergence ratio of �24. If a more

realistic case is considered, where initial flux is lost through

diffusion, i.e., U < U0, the magnetic field must be revised

upward to match the observed deflections.

For the cylindrical experiments, the amplified magnetic

field’s effect on the neutron yield was expected to be negligi-

ble. The hot ions most likely to undergo fusion reactions (at

the Gamow peak) are in the kinetic regime with their mean

free path being comparable to the hot-spot radius. For hot-

spot conditions where ne ¼ 8� 1022 cm3 and Th ¼ 1:5 keV,

the Gamow peak is at 8.2 keV. These ions will undergo only

few collisions before leaving the hot spot. The electrons are

fully magnetized but are thermally decoupled from the ions

FIG. 4. Protons propagating through an imploded target are deflected by the

compressed magnetic field and are detected using a CR-39 track detector.

The compressed magnetic field peaks in the center of the hot spot and has a

tail that extends into the shell, resulting in a two-peak deflection pattern.

FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental and computational results of the proton

deflection pattern from a cylindrically compressed target with a 56-kG seed

field.
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since the thermal equilibration time is of the order of 100 ps.

As such, no fusion performance enhancement was observed

for magnetized cylindrical implosions.

V. MAGNETIC-FLUX COMPRESSION IN SPHERICAL
TARGETS

MIFEDS was employed in a setup similar to the cylin-

drical target experiments to embed magnetic fields into

spherical targets.11 Spherical CH targets with a radius of

430 lm and a wall thickness between 23.1 and 24.5 lm were

imploded using 40 beams of the OMEGA Laser delivering

an averaged intensity of �7� 1014 W/cm2. The laser was

configured with a 1-ns square pulse, SG4 DPPs, polarization

smoothing, and full-bandwidth SSD. The capsules were filled

with room-temperature D2 gas at pressures of 3–10 atm.

To verify the field compression in spherical geometry,

proton deflectometry was employed in conjunction with a

Helmholtz-type coil generating a seed field of 50 kG. While

the straight field lines from a Helmholtz-coil setup will

remain straight upon cylindrical compression, this is not the

case for spherical targets, as is illustrated in Fig. 6. The field

topology in a spherically compressed target is inherently

more complicated than the cylindrical case. For cylindrical

targets, the low signal-to-noise of the proton backligher sig-

nal could be alleviated by integrating the proton signal along

the direction of the cylinder axis. For spherical targets, this is

not possible, and only very few protons will be deflected

from their original propagation path by traversing through

the intrinsically smaller high-field region inside the target.

A calculation for such a deflection is shown in Fig. 7 as

the red line. The target was assumed to consist of a 20-lm-

radius hot spot containing a homogeneous 26-MG magnetic

field, surrounded by a 5-lm shell. This was probed assuming

a 15.2-MeV, monoenergetic proton point source, 9 mm away

from the target. The proton trajectories and impact position

onto a detector 10.5 cm away from the target were calculated

using the momentum equation including the Lorentz force as

well as a friction term describing the slowing of fast ions via

collisions with plasma electrons. Slowing through ion-ion

collisions is roughly a factor of 1000 lower and was

neglected, as was ion-ion scattering. Despite the more com-

plicated topology of a spherically compressed magnetic field

compared to the cylindrical compression, the proton deflec-

tion pattern in Fig. 7 still exhibits the two-peak characteristic

introduced in Sec. IV. As in the cylindrical case, these data

exhibit two pronounced peaks, the farthest one at �1.5 cm

being caused by protons propagating through the high-field

hot spot.

The blue line in Fig. 7 shows the experimental proton

density data from a spherical implosion, as measured by the

CR-39 track detector. These data were obtained using a

50-kG seed field in a target with a 5-atm D2 gas fill. In these

data two peaks are discernible, the location of which are con-

sistent with the simulated lineout, suggesting a �26-MG

magnetic field inside the hot spot of the spherical target. The

flux-limited minimum field that agrees with the measured

hRhBi ¼ 0:04 MG cm calculates to Bmin¼ 20 MG, and a 26

MG field implies a convergence ratio of �27 and a

magnetic-flux loss of roughly 30%. While the data in Fig. 7

constitute the only measurement of the magnetic field inside

a spherically compressed target, the extracted field amplifica-

tion agrees well with the results from cylindrical implosions.

This is shown in Fig. 8, which plots compressed field results

of the laser-driven flux-compression experiments as a func-

tion of the seed-field strength. The green diamonds are from

the cylindrical experiments discussed in Sec. IV, and the red

circle corresponds to the spherical implosion data presented

in Fig. 7. A linear fit through the cylindrical data yields an

amplification factor of �550.

To achieve an optimum fuel assembly performance in

an ICF experiment, it is important that the capsule implodes

FIG. 6. The compression of a spherical target with initially straight mag-

netic seed field lines adds a strong radial component to the magnetic-field

topology.

FIG. 7. Simulated (red) and experimental (blue) proton deflectometry data

from a magnetized spherical implosion. The simulation assumed a 26-MG

uniformly magnetized hot spot with a 20-lm radius. The experimental data

are from a spherical implosion of a 50-kG seed field.

FIG. 8. Experimentally measured final magnetic field in laser-driven flux-

compression experiments as a function of the seed-field strength. Green dia-

monds are from cylindrical implosions discussed in Sec. IV; the red circle

corresponds to the spherical implosion data in Fig. 7. The experiments yield

a field amplification factor of �550.
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uniformly. Compared to a full 60-beam implosion experiment

on OMEGA, the presence of the seed coils in the magnetized

ICF setup compromises the irradiation uniformity since it

blocks laser beams from illuminating the target. To ensure

optimized implosion uniformity in spherical geometry with a

reduced number of drive beams, a single-coil assembly was

used to generate the magnetic fields. This was combined with

a 40-beam laser setup for polar-drive applications.40 Using a

single coil provides magnetic seed fields of larger magni-

tude—in this case �80 kG at the center of the coil. The

single-coil experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9.

In the single-coil setup an x-ray backlighter diagnostic

was used to assess the implosion uniformity.41 The back-

lighter target was a 25-lm-thick Au foil mounted 5 mm

away from the target at 52.6	 off the equatorial plane

(Fig. 9). The foil was illuminated using four OMEGA Laser

beams with a total of 1.8 kJ and focused to �700 lm, gener-

ating x rays in the range of 2.5–4.5 keV. After passing

through an imploding target, the x rays were imaged onto a

fast x-ray framing camera,42 generating radiography data at

multiple times during the target implosion. The ICF target

performance was measured via nTOF diagnostics.34

X-ray–backlit images of imploded spherical targets with

and without an applied seed field are displayed in Fig. 10.

The images are plotted using the same spatial scale and color

map. The MIFEDS coil was present around the target in both

cases and the images were taken at �2 ns, a few hundred ps

before peak compression. The bright area is the heated gas at

the center of the target; the dark region surrounding it results

from x rays being absorbed in the dense shell and the coronal

plasma. The center appears slightly brighter than the back-

ground since at this time, the self-emission from the com-

pressed core starts to exceed the backlighter emission. The

implosion is very uniform despite using only 40 beams. No

discernible difference can be observed between the field and

no-field cases, confirming that the magnetic field has no

impact on the implosion uniformity.

In Ref. 43 it is documented that the shell thickness is an

important parameter in an ICF implosion, with the perform-

ance decreasing for thicker shells at a given laser-drive

configuration. This can be understood by considering both

the ion temperature and consequently the neutron yield scale

with the implosion velocity8 (Sec. I). Because of energy bal-

ance, the implosion velocity decreases if more mass needs to

be accelerated, such that an increase in shell thickness by a

few lm will have a considerable effect on the fuel assembly

performance.

Figure 11 shows the measured neutron yield and the ion

temperature from shots with an applied seed field of 80 kG

(red circles) and without magnetic fields (blue squares). These

data were taken with a 10-atm D2 gas fill and are plotted as a

function of the target-shell thickness. To separate the effect of

the magnetic field and the shell thickness on the neutron yield

Yn and the ion temperature Ti, a multiple linear regression

method is used. To that end, these quantities are expressed as

Yn ¼ Yn0 þ ABB0 þ ADD and Ti ¼ Ti0 þ CBB0 þ CDD, with

FIG. 9. A spherical target is placed at the center of a single coil seeding a

magnetic field of 80 kG. The implosion uniformity is tracked by radiograph-

ing the target using x rays from a laser-irradiated Au foil.

FIG. 10. X-ray–backlit images of a spherical implosion at �400 ps before

peak compression show no discernibly difference between nonmagnetized

implosions (left) and implosions with a seed magnetic field (right).

FIG. 11. Experimental neutron yield and ion temperature plotted against

shell thickness. Performance for magnetized implosions (red dots) is

enhanced compared to the nonmagnetized ones (blue squares). Fits to the

data reveal an ion-temperature enhancement of 15% and a neutron-yield

increase of 30% in the presence of the magnetic field (solid lines) compared

to nonmagnetized implosions (dashed).
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B0 being the seed field (0 or 80 kG) and D being the shell

thickness. A least square fit to the data yields the fitting pa-

rameters as listed in Table I. The goodness of the fit is

assessed through an F test giving a large F ratio of 6.0 for the

neutron yield and 7.3 for the ion temperature. This corre-

sponds to a better-than-95% degree of confidence. The result

of the linear regression method is plotted as the solid lines in

Fig. 11 (red for the magnetized targets, dashed blue for the

nonmagnetized implosions). This shows a clear enhancement

of both the neutron yield and the ion temperature. For shots

where the magnetic field was applied, the yield was enhanced

by �30% and the ion temperature by �15%. The data shown

in Fig. 11 represent the first measurement of a fusion perform-

ance enhancement resulting from embedding a strong mag-

netic field into an ICF capsule, thereby magnetizing the hot

spot.11

VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The 1-D hydrodynamics code LILAC (Ref. 44) is the pri-

mary tool used at LLE for target design and simulations of

ICF implosions. This code has been modified to solve the

resistive MHD equations including Braginskii’s corrections

to the thermal conductivity (LILAC-MHD).45 This modified

version was used to simulate the laser-driven magnetic-

flux–compression experiments.

For cylindrical implosions (Sec. IV), the initially straight

field lines remain largely straight during compression and the

magnetized cylindrical target can be treated in 1-D (see dis-

cussion in Refs. 28 and 30). Applying a 1-D simulation to the

inherently three-dimensional problem of the magnetic field in

a spherically compressed target is necessarily limited because

of the field line distortion and the generation of a radial field

component during the compression (Fig. 6).

To understand the compressed field topology in spheri-

cal targets, a 2-D, azimuthally symmetric B-field model was

incorporated into LILAC. The new code (LILAC-MHD-Sp)

solves the 1-D hydrodynamic equations including effective

magnetic-field pressure and thermal conductivity with polar-

angle–averaged Braginskii’s corrections. The 2-D field struc-

ture, i.e., the radial and polar (theta) components of the

magnetic field, is calculated by solving the 2-D induction

equation for the azimuthal component of the vector potential.

This dimensional split is motivated by the fact that the

magnetic-field pressure and tension are much smaller than

the plasma pressure (b� 1). The target dynamics is approx-

imately one dimensional and independent of the magnetic

field. The magnetic-field lines are compressed in the gas per-

pendicularly to the direction of the field, causing pinching of

the magnetic-flux tube around the shell equator. Figure 12

shows the magnetic field at peak compression computed by

LILAC-MHD-Sp for a magnetized spherical implosion

experiment on OMEGA with a 50-kG seed field. The field

lines are shown in black, the color contours represent the

magnitude of the field, and the outline of the hot spot is

shown in white. The simulation gives a line-averaged com-

pressed field of about 25 MG.

The heat-flux in the presence of a strong magnetic field

is suppressed only perpendicular to the field lines, with the

electrons streaming freely parallel to the field direction.

From Fig. 12 it is clear that a large fraction of a spherical tar-

get’s surface is subject to open field lines such that the unin-

hibited losses in that direction must be taken into account to

correctly simulate the spherical problem. To implement this

into LILAC-MHD, the overall electron thermal conductivity

jtot was described as a superposition of both the parallel

and perpendicular contributions, jk and j?, via the equation

jtot ¼ jkAk=Atot þ j?A?=Atot. Ak and A? are the parallel

and perpendicular projections of the total hot-spot area Atot,

respectively. This treatment reveals an important limitation

of the experiments discussed in the preceding sections. Since

the current setup generates open magnetic-field lines inside

the compression target, there is a limit to the achievable

heat-loss suppression imposed by the target geometry. In a

perfectly spherical scenario, even if all perpendicular heat

losses are suppressed, the remaining parallel-field losses are

still 50% of the total losses without a magnetic field. Ulti-

mately, this limitation can only be overcome by introducing

a closed-field-line topology to the target (see Sec. VII).

The simulations show no indication of the magnetic field

affecting the implosion history of the capsule (as opposed to

the fusion performance around peak compression), e.g.,

through a change of the heat transport in the ablation layer.

This was tested by artificially turning off any magnetic field

effects in the simulations until after the laser had turned off.

A change in fusion performance can therefore be attributed

solely to the magnetization of the hot spot. Figure 13 shows

simulation results for a spherical implosion using the target

parameters of the spherical experiments discussed in Sec. V

(24-lm shell thickness, filled with D2 at 10 atm). The lines in

Fig. 13 show ion temperature profiles at peak neutron yield,

TABLE I. Multiple linear regression coefficients for the fits to the experi-

mental data in Fig. 11.

Yn0 AB (10�5/G) AD (1/lm)

Ti0 CB (10�6/G) CD (1/lm)

Yn (�109) 37.6 1.7 6 0.6 �1.4 6 0.6

Ti (keV) 8.57 4.8 6 1.3 �0.25 6 0.11

FIG. 12. Result from a 2-D post-processed 1-D simulation of a magnetized

spherically imploding target. The black lines represent magnetic-field lines,

and the color denotes field strength. In this simulation, the initial seed field

of 50 kG has been compressed to �25 MG inside the hot spot.
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without an applied magnetic field (dotted line) and using an

80-kG seed field (dashed and solid lines). As expected, in

the presence of a magnetic seed field, the ion temperature

increases across the hot spot. Assuming full suppression of

the perpendicular heat losses (jtot ¼ 1=2jk), the calculated

increase in ion temperature at the target center through mag-

netization of the hot spot is 8% (dashed line), corresponding

to a volume-integrated neutron-yield enhancement of 13%.

This is in contrast to the experimental results for spherical

targets (see Sec. V), where an ion-temperature enhancement

of 15% and a neutron-yield increase of 30% were measured.

The experimental result can be recovered in the 1-D simula-

tions by assuming a reduction of the total heat conduction to

one quarter of the unperturbed value, i.e., jtot ¼ 1=4jk. Sim-

ulation results using this artificial reduction are plotted in

Fig. 13 as the solid line. Using the geometry argument from

above for implementing the heat conduction in the simula-

tions, this ratio would imply a prolate distortion of the hot

spot such that the area perpendicular to the magnetic-field

lines is A? � 3Ak. This interpretation is not supported, how-

ever, by the x-ray radiography data (Fig. 10), which show a

uniform hot spot at least up to a few hundred ps before peak

compression. The 1-D simulations are too simplified to fully

capture the inherently 2-D heat transport in a spherically

compressed target. If the parallel heat losses are fully inhib-

ited and jtot ¼ 0 [i.e., via closing the field lines (see Sec.

VII)], the simulations predict an increase of 42% in the ion

temperature and a 73% neutron- yield enhancement. In this

case, the target performance is primarily limited by radiative

energy losses.

VII. CLOSED MAGNETIC-FIELD LINES

There are various paths to generating a closed-field-line

topology inside an ICF target; two potential methods are

shown in Fig. 14. Driving a current through the center of a

capsule using a thin wire [as illustrated in Fig. 14(a)] would

create an azimuthal seed field with closed field lines. Upon

launching the compression drive, the driven shock wave ion-

izes the gas fill such that it becomes conductive and traps the

magnetic field. After the external current is terminated, inter-

nal currents are induced in the plasma (shown in red), keep-

ing the magnetic field “frozen in.” The magnetization of a

hot spot with these magnetic-field characteristics will there-

fore cause heat-flux suppression in 4p.

Alternatively, plasma currents similar to those shown in

Fig. 14(a) can be induced by forcing reconnection of a bi-

directional magnetic field. This can be generated by a coil as

shown in Fig. 14(b) [see also Fig. 2(b)], where the field-

generating current propagates in the same direction on either

side of the inner loop. The target compression in the center

of the loop will then generate currents similar to the case in

Fig. 14(a) (red), keeping the magnetic field trapped. Assum-

ing a “frozen” field, the initial open-field line topology will

be maintained. If the volume containing the field is com-

pressed sufficiently, however, it is possible that the topology

will change and the magnetic-field lines can become closed

from the effect of magnetic reconnection.46

VIII. CONCLUSION

Strong magnetic fields of tens of kilogauss were embed-

ded into both cylindrical and spherical implosion targets.

These were driven by 40 beams of the OMEGA Laser,

resulting in high implosion velocities that trap the magnetic

field inside the capsule, thereby compressing it by several

orders of magnitude. These magnetic fields were measured

FIG. 13. Ion-temperature profiles at the center of a spherical target, as simu-

lated by LILAC-MHD at the time of peak neutron yield for an initial seed-

field value of 0 (dotted line) and 80 kG. The dashed line is calculations

assuming a reduction of the heat conduction by 1/2; the solid line assumes a

reduction to 1/4 of the unmodified value.

FIG. 14. Potential setups to generate closed field lines inside an ICF target.

(a) A wire through the target generates an azimuthal magnetic field (blue)

that is trapped inside by inductively driven currents (red). (b) The current in

the same direction on either side of the inner loop of an X-coil generates a

bi-directional field at the coil’s center. Upon target compression, this can

cause reconnection of the field lines and therefore a closed-field topology.
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using the deflection of protons emitted from a glass microbal-

loon filled with D3 He gas in both cylindrical and spherical ge-

ometry, giving averaged fields inside the hot spot of several

tens of megagauss, sufficient to magnetize the hot spot. The

implosion of magnetized and nonmagnetized spherical targets

was confirmed to be uniform by using x-ray radiography. At

the magnetic fields reached in these magnetic-

flux–compression experiments, the hot spot inside a spherical

target becomes strongly magnetized, suppressing the perpen-

dicular heat flow by confining the electrons. This increases the

temperature inside the hot spot and, consequently, the neutron

yield. The measurements represent the first experimental veri-

fication of this effect with an observed ion-temperature

enhancement of �15% and a neutron-yield increase of �30%

compared to the unmagnetized case.
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